
STEM Hubs in School 

St Margaret’s Primary, Falkirk 

This case study will be of interest to practitioners and members 

of senior leadership teams in primary schools. 

Rationale 

St Margaret’s Primary School committed to focus 

upon STEM in its school improvement plan with the 

following goals: 

 build capacity in staff and parents by modelling 

effective practice and promoting family learning 

 enhance engagement through STEM learning expe-

riences and support efforts in raising attainment 

 embed STEM into our planning and delivery of IDL  

 motivate children with a wide range of learning 

needs and abilities by providing a variety of stimu-

lating STEM opportunities 

 enable children to explore a wide range of skills 

through STEM learning and develop their capabili-

ties in identifying skills they have used and how 

they could transfer them elsewhere 

 ensure children gain knowledge of STEM career 

opportunities and the importance of STEM in our 

rapidly-changing world 

The plan stated that the school wanted children to: 

 manage and take risks 

 work together to solve problems and persevere 

when things don’t go as planned first time 

 develop the ability to compromise when working 

with others and listening to opposing views 

 build confidence and contribute to group discus-

sions, expressing their own views 

 identify skills they have developed and understand 

where else they may be useful 

 reflect on and evaluate their learning experiences 

and justify their views for change to take place 

 

 be motivated, enthused and engaged in their learning 

 build knowledge of the importance of STEM and make 

the most of these learning opportunities which will  

benefit them in later life 

 identify that STEM is all  around us 

Implementing the plan 

Laura McCafferty was the teacher with responsibility for 

leading STEM. She gathered feedback from staff which 

identified a lack of confidence, alongside incorporating 

STEM into a busy curriculum.  

A gradual approach to implementation was therefore 

developed, to support staff in the development of deliv-

ery of STEM.  

 

  

 

For further details please contact Laura McCafferty 

raise@thewoodfoundation.org.uk  



 

First Steps 

Two learning spaces were identified to become 

STEM Hubs—one for Primary 1 and 2 and the other 

for Primary 3-7. 

Inspired by the Emily Hunt 15 Minute STEM book, 40 

challenges were created to promote learners ’ curios-

ity and self-discovery.  Staff supported the discussion 

and analysis of results with the children. Each activi-

ty was mapped to the Experiences and Outcomes to 

clearly show how STEM activities aligned to existing 

learning and curricular drivers.  These challenges 

provided a focus on skill development—with Fal-

kirk’s Five Future Skills of Communication, Collabora-

tion, Complex Problem Solving, Critical thinking and 

Creativity at the heart of them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Skills Development 

The local cluster schools have an agreed skills progression framework that is used to support the children in identifying key  

strengths and next steps.  A recent addition of mapping these skills to Falkirk’s Five Future Skills (Communication, Collabora-

tion, Complex Problem Solving, Critical thinking and Creativity) afforded an opportunity to consider these through a STEM 

lens and in line with the work in the STEM Hubs.  This has helped bring the skills to life.   

Laura decided to record a video where the children would talk about the skill they had developed, how they had developed 

it and where else they may use it.  This video was then shared with parents to encourage ongoing positive relationships and 

links between school and home learning.    

The ‘Five C’s’ skills framework has been shared across all  Falkirk primary schools to promote continuity and support skills. 

The framework developed has been shared here and on the next page. 

Early Level 

 

Communication I can ask and answer questions about my activities 
I can describe what was done and explain what happened 
I can discuss similarities and differences in my findings 
I can repeat, recall and give examples 
I can share my ideas with other people ** 
I can listen to others within my group ** 

Collaboration I can share my ideas with other people ** 
I can listen to others within my group ** 
I can take turns 
I can share resources 
I can work with my friends 
I can work with people I am unfamiliar with 

Complex Problem  
Solving 

I can make suggestions about ways to solve a problem 
I can solve problems by acting out a situation** 
I can suggest creative solutions to everyday problems** 

Critical Thinking I can make a simple prediction of what might happen 
I can suggest creative solutions to everyday problems** 
I can begin to suggest how a STEM learning experience can be improved 
I can predict, check and give reasons 
I can sequence, compare and question 

Creativity I can solve problems by acting out a situation** 
I can explore and observe through play 
I can imagine, construct, create and organise 
I can make, dramatise, illustrate and demonstrate 



First Level 

Communication I can talk about how STEM impacts my life 
I can discuss how STEM is used in different jobs and careers 
I can talk about STEM in the news 
I can explain, give examples, identify and discuss 
I can review and report findings 
I can listen to and value the opinion of others** 
I can share, explain and justify my views with others** 
I can suggest ways to solve problems*** 

Collaboration I can work well in a group 
I can take turns and share 
I can listen to and value the opinion of others** 
I can share, explain and justify my views with others** 
I can compromise when working with others 

Complex Problem 
Solving 

I can help design, make and use models in STEM learning experiences 
I can accurately take measurements and record results 
I can solve problems by looking for patterns and using the guess, check, 

improve strategy 
I can remain positive when completing a task, even when things do not 

work out well 
I can suggest ways to solve problems*** 
I can show perseverance when things don’t go as planned 

Critical Thinking I can suggest ways to solve problems*** 
I can categorise information by comparing, contrasting and investigating 
I can predict what might happen in an investigation and begin to think 

about why 
I can identify risks and dangers before completing a task 

Creativity I can predict, plan and improve 
I can plan, invent and design 
I can practise, show and construct 
I can present information in a variety of ways (tables/charts/diagrams)  
I can report my findings in different ways (speaking/drawing/writing) 

  

   

Communication I can report on a STEM learning experience using appropriate vocabu-
lary 

I can discuss the relevance of STEM in careers and in my own future 
I can debate, experiment, evaluate and conclude 
I can report, observe and outline 
I can listen to, value and ask relevant questions about different opin-

ions*** 
I can share, explain, justify and debate my views with others***  
I can discuss and evaluate ways to solve problems** 

Collaboration I can work well in a group to achieve a goal 
I can show patience when working with others 
I can ensure everyone has the opportunity to participate in group tasks 
I can listen to, value and ask relevant questions about different opin-

ions*** 
I can share, explain, justify and debate my views with others***  
I can compromise when working with others 

Complex Problem 
Solving 

I can think of ways to solve problems and test them out 
I can solve problems by using the guess, check and improve strategy 
I can solve problems by creating lists or tables, working backwards and 

using logical thinking 
I can show perseverance and determination when things don ’t go as 

planned 
I can discuss and evaluate ways to solve problems** 

Critical Thinking I can listen to, value and ask relevant questions about different opin-
ions*** 

I can share, explain, justify and debate my views with others***  
I can demonstrate awareness of how STEM impacts on society  
I can make observations, collect information and measurements using 

appropriate devices 
I can examine, calculate and debate 

Creativity I can design, invent, develop and prepare 
I can construct, apply, adapt and solve 
I can present data in a variety of ways (tables/charts/diagrams/graphs) 

Second Level 



 

Laura also looked created answer booklets to go with the challenges which encour-

age the children to identify and transfer the skills developed in other curriculum are-

as to STEM learning opportunities. 

For example, the children may have to keep tallies on how often something happens, they may have to measure dis-

tance or create a graph of their findings therefore enhancing their skills in mathematics in a different context with a 

purpose.   

Literacy skills were also enhanced when children wrote up what they did during their STEM activity.  For some learners, 

writing up was a challenge and a barrier to learning, therefore, key questions were developed for children to discuss 

and they could film each other’s responses so the teacher could find out what they had learned and understood.  Vide-

os could also be shared with parent/carers to promote discussions at home based on STEM.  Use of technology in re-

cording and sharing videos encouraged development of skills in technology.   

 

Challenge 1 – Air Powered Car 

What did you want to find out?  

What did you have to do? 

Did it work the first time you tried it? 

Did you have to change anything to make it work bet-
ter? 

What surface did your car travel furthest on?  

Why do you think it was that surface? 

What did you learn from doing this experiment?  

Challenge 11 – Fireworks in a Jar 

What did you want to find out?  

What did you have to do?  

How did using different liquids change what hap-
pened? 

What have you learned or found out? 

What skills have you developed? 

Key 

Question 

card 

examples 



 

 
Try different surfaces. 

 

 
On which surface did your car travel furthest?  Why do you think this was?  

______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________  

 
Record your results as a ___________ graph below: 

 

Surface Distance travelled  

    

    

    

    

    

    

Answer booklet example 



 
Impact 

Pre-Covid, parents and carers were involved in the delivery of STEM learning  

experiences within our hubs.  This gave them a deeper understanding of  

STEM and its importance in future careers.  One of the parents has been  

appointed (though Pupil Equity Funding) to run the STEM Hubs along with one of the Support for Learning Assistants.    

Their role is to question, supervise, encourage discussion and curiosity and note engagement using the Leuven Scale.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All children from P1 to P7 have at least half an hour each week visiting the STEM Hub to complete a STEM-related task.  They de-

velop a wide range of skills such as problem solving and critical thinking.  Many existing skills are further consolidated and given a 

purpose as the children transfer what they know about data handling to support STEM learning when completing tally charts and  

graphs to present findings.  The children may also be asked to write or draw how they completed a task thus reinforcing literacy 

and skills.   

The teaching of IDL, concepts, skills, knowledge and understanding of STEM must happen in the classroom. The children will th en 
develop their understating through investigation, problem solving, communication, challenge and creative thinking in the hubs  to 
then share and assess back in the classroom.  For example, P3s learned about EGYPT/dioramas in the class, they then created 
their own in the STEM room, observing the growth of plants along the river bank, which then took their water from the ‘Nile’.  
They learned about mummification in class then experimented and observed the mummification of apples in the STEM room. 
This is good practice and linked up relevant, coherent and meaningful learning which hits the design principles of CfE. 

Whilst at the hub, children will record their own learning: key skills developed, vocabulary used or learned, annotated diagrams 
of learning, questions they now have.  It is this learning that they will bring back to the class to share and assess. 

Following an experience in the hubs class teacher’s role is to facilitate STEM discussion time, noting key learning, questions and 
potential for next steps in learning.   There should be triangulation between the classroom, the children, the hubs and back to the 
classroom again to ensure STEM is embedded throughout and not considered ‘stand alone’.  STEM is used to enhance classroom 
practice.  

 STEM Hub 

 Classroom Children 



 

Feedback 

Feedback from pupils, staff and parents has been very positive. 

Pupils  

“I enjoy taking part in different activities and working in small groups.” 

“I like that we get to do the tasks ourselves and we discover new things so develop our knowledge.” 

“We work in teams so develop communication and cooperation skills.” 

Staff 

‘’The STEM hubs are equipped with more than a classroom can provide and have an abundance of opportunities for all learners 
and all kinds of projects.’’ 

‘’The STEM through stories works well as learners can take their learning from the classroom into the STEM hub and back to the 
classroom which provides a complete learning experience allowing learners to investigate an idea from question ideas, written 
notes, sketches and maths questioning to fully working models and prototypes.’’ 

‘’Children are excited to go to the hubs to discover and learn. They develop skills for working independently and with a group. It 
is not just the Science, Technology, Engineering and the Maths skills that they develop it is inquisitiveness, questioning, p ersever-
ance and problem solving which are important life skills which will also help them in the wider word of work. ’’ 

‘’All learners can contribute and discover through STEM. Activities can be adapted to different age ranges and pupil abilities.’’ 

‘’Adult support from the STEM leaders and the class teacher help to support and challenge pupils as they work on their STEM 

activities/tasks or projects.” 

Parents 

“My child absolutely loves STEM.  He finds learning very difficult but STEM is totally his thing and he can tell me all about what 

he has learned and why something has happened.  We do lots of STEM learning at home now and loved making our own lava 

lamp.” 

“The STEM hubs provide a learning environment that opens up children ’s minds to new ideas and to try something different.’’ 


